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Speaking w/ Grammar
English Conversation Program

Class 8

-CONVERSATION-

Greetings and Updates             10 minutes 

Useful Phrases: 
 “Hey! How are things?”
 “How did your ___ (presentation, 

meeting, party, etc.) go?"

 “Things are ___ (good, ok, terrible, 
alright, etc.).”

 “It went ____ (great, good, terrible, ok).”

Topic
Talk about a time when you experienced success. Describe the experience and say why it was
a success for you.

Useful Phrases: 

 “So, what's a success or 
accomplishment that 
you are proud of?”

 “One success in my life has been...(my family, my career, 
my business, etc.)”

 “One accomplishment that I am proud of is...(publishing 
my first book, becoming a doctor, starting my own 
business, etc.).”

- LESSON -

Grammar        10 minutes

Gerunds and Infinitives

You can arrange for Gerry to email you a copy of this lesson, or you can find it online here: 
http://englishexpressyes.com/english-grammar-gerunds--infinitives.html
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Phrasal Verbs      10 minutes

With your partner, read the definitions and example sentences of the following phrasal verbs:

fall apart
-to physically break down

Those old shoes are falling apart...throw
them in the garbage!

-to emotionally or socially break down
Their relationship fell apart and so they

got divorced.

look after
-to take care of and protect

Can you look after my dog while I go away
on vacation?

In what other situations might you use these phrasal verbs? Come up with more sentences 
and examples with your partner. Can you think of any other similar or related phrasal verbs?

Idioms and Expressions      10 minutes

Discuss with your partner the meaning of each idiom. In what situation would you use this 
idiom? Read the examples together. Use these expressions in some other examples that you 
come up with your partner. 

(to) hit the nail on the head
-to be exactly correct

You hit the nail on the head! We need more
time to finish this project.

(to) keep an eye on _
-to watch something carefully

Please keep an eye on the students during
the test so that they do not cheat.

Are there any other expressions that are similar to these? 
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- REFLECTIONS -

Share your Opinion      10 minutes
Read the following and share your opinions with each other:

Many wealthy countries spend large amounts of money per year on space exploration. 
Some think this is a waste of money as these resources could be used to help poor 
people. Others say that the survival of humanity depends on space exploration. 

Share your opinions on this matter. Should money be spent on space exploration? 
Discuss and explain your answer. 

Pay attention to and talk about the introductory phrases that you use when sharing your 
opinions and reflections. For example:

“I feel that countries should...(spend more money on space exploration, continue spending 
funds on space exploration, etc.)”

“It is more important that countries...(give money to poor people, help people in need, etc.)”

Extra Lesson / Free Chat             10 minutes

Study a supplemental grammar lesson that targets a certain area of your English that you
and/or your tutor believe may require improvement.

OR

Have a free conversation with your partner...and have fun!
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